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We investigate the uniqueness of the plane-wave decomposition of temporally deterministic, spatially random
fields. Specifically, we consider the decomposition of spatially ergodic and, thus, statistically homogeneous fields.
We show that when the spatial power spectrum is injective, the plane waves are the only possible coherent modes.
Furthermore, the randomness of such fields originates in the spatial spectral phase, i.e., the phase associated with
the coefficients of each plane wave in the expansion. By contrast, the spectral amplitude is deterministic and is
specified by the spatial power spectrum. We end with a discussion showing how the results can be translated
in full to the time domain. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (030.1640) Coherence; (030.0030) Coherence and statistical optics.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.001394

Optical fields encountered in practice fluctuate randomly
in both time and space, and their behavior must be char-
acterized through statistical quantities such as moments
[1–3]. In imaging, because of field superposition [4], the
second-order statistics is of particular interest. Field
cross-correlation functions are measured whenever we
study the relative properties of two fields, one of which
is modified by a sample of interest, e.g., in interferometry,
holography, and microscopy [5]. Field auto-correlation
functions are used to describe the properties of the field
itself [6], e.g., studying the statistics of the field upon
propagation [7]. Spatial field correlations have been stud-
ied in the context of three-dimensional microscopy [6]
and quantitative phase imaging [8].
Recently, it has been shown that a statistically homo-

geneous field can always be decomposed into a plane
wave basis and, furthermore, its second order statistics
is fully captured by a deterministic signal associated
with the random field [9]. In this Letter, we study, for
the first time to our knowledge, the conditions for which
the plane wave set is unique. Previous reports addressed
explicit solutions for the coherent modes by solving
the integral equation for different source beams includ-
ing the Gaussian Schell-model [10], twisted Gaussian
Schell-model [11], Multi Gaussian Schell-beam model
[12], partially coherent flatten Gaussian beam [13], aniso-
tropic Gaussian Schell-model beams [14], partially
coherent beams with optical vortices [15], and Bessel-
correlated Schell-model beams [16]. The modal represen-
tations are also developed for three-dimensional sources
including, for example, Lambertian sources [17], and
spherical homogeneous sources [18]. For arbitrary fields,
several theoretical and experimental methods have been
proposed to determine the modes, see [19–21] and the
references herein. The coherent mode calculations have
been extended to electromagnetic fields, e.g., [22–24].
For a comprehensive review on the coherent mode de-
composition and its application, see an article by Gbur
and Visser [25]. Starikov studied the number of degrees
of freedom and the number of uncorrelated variables of
partially coherent sources [26]. Combining with the
theory of angular spectrum representation for field
propagation, Wolf derived several interesting properties

for propagating coherent modes of the field from a band-
limited planar source [27].

In 1982,Wolf introduced the coherencemodedecompo-
sition. With this classic paper [28], it was shown that the
cross-spectral density, W�r1;r2;ω�� hU��r1;ω�U�r2;ω�i,
of a stochastic field, U , can be represented in the form
of Mercer’s expansion as

W�r1; r2;ω� �
X
n

λn�ω�ϕ�
n�r1;ω�ϕn�r2;ω�; (1)

where the sum is uniform and absolute convergent. The
angular bracket denotes the ensemble average over the
spatially-varying ensemble. The functions ϕn are re-
ferred to as coherent modes. They are orthogonal eigen-
functions of W corresponding to the eigenvalues λn, as
defined by the Fredholm integral equation

Z
D
W�r1; r2;ω�ϕn�r1;ω�d3r1 � λn�ω�ϕn�r2;ω�: (2)

In Eq. (2), D is the 3D spatial domain of interest, e.g.,
for a primary source, D is a volume containing the
source. Because W is Hermitian, all the eigenvalues λn
are non-negative. Importantly, the random field itself,
U�r;ω�, can be expressed through the Karhunen–Loéve
expansion using the same modes, as (see p. 66 in Ref. [1])

U�r;ω� �
X
n

an�ω�ϕn�r;ω�: (3)

Since ϕn�r;ω� are deterministic functions, the random-
ness of U�r;ω� is contained in the coefficients, an�ω�.

Let us consider a statistically homogeneous field at a
certain plane of interest. Therefore, our coordinate is
r1;2⊥ ∈ D, D ⊂ R2. The cross-spectral density simplifies
to W�r1⊥; r2⊥;ω� � W�r2⊥ − r1⊥;ω� and Eq. (2) becomes

�Wⓥϕn��r⊥;ω� � λn�ω�ϕn�r⊥;ω�; (4)

where ⓥ denotes the two dimensional convolution over
r⊥. It can be shown that a set of plane waves,
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ϕn�r⊥;ω� � eikn⊥�ω�:r⊥ , satisfies Eq. (4) [9]. Using the
property of the convolution with a complex exponential,
we see immediately that jWⓥeikn⊥�ω�:r⊥ j�r⊥;ω� �
~W�kn⊥;ω�eikn⊥�ω�:r⊥ with ~W the Fourier transform of W .
As a result, Eq. (4) yields the following eigenvalues

λn�ω� � ~W�kn⊥;ω�: (5)

Clearly, these eigenvalues are non-negative because ~W
is a (spatiotemporal) power spectrum.
Next, we show that the plane wave decomposition ofU

is unique in the nondegenerate case, i.e., when the power
spectrum, ~W�k⊥;ω�, is injective in the k⊥-space. Let us
prove this claim by contradiction. Assume that ~W is non-
injective and, yet, allows for an eigenmode, ϕn�r⊥;ω�,
which is not a plane wave. It means that the Fourier
transform of this eigenmode, ~ϕn, is nonzero for at least
two values of k⊥, say, and ~ϕn�k⊥1;2;ω� ≠ 0. Taking the
Fourier transform of Eq. (4), this condition implies

� ~W ~ϕn��k⊥1;2;ω� � λn ~ϕn�k⊥1;2;ω�; (6)

which, after simplifying by ~ϕ�k⊥1;2;ω�, yields

~W�k⊥1;ω� � ~W�k⊥2;ω� � λn�ω�: (7)

Since ~W is injective, ~W�k⊥1;ω� � ~W�k⊥2;ω� which
implies k⊥1 � k⊥2 therefore, contradicts our initial
assumption of two distinct spatial frequencies. Thus,
we proved that the plane waves are the unique mode
decomposition of a statistically homogeneous field
under the nondegeneracy case (injective W). There are
many situations when this condition is not met in prac-
tice. For example, interference between multiple waves
may generate power spectra that exhibit multiple
maxima and minimums and are, thus, noninjective. A la-
ser resonator is a common example whereby the spatial
power spectrum is not injective and, as a result, the field
can be expressed in other bases (e.g., Hermite–Gaussian
polynomials). For the general case of noninjectiveW , one
can partition the k⊥-space into disjoint sets Sλ1 ; Sλ2 ;…
where λ1; λ2;… are nonzero values of the spatial power
spectrum ~W . Each of these sets Sλi corresponds to a sub-
space Tλi of finite-energy signals whose spatial power
spectrum is supported on Sλi . Then, by definition, the
set of coherent modes can be chosen to be a union of
complete orthogonal bases of all of these subspaces.
The nondegeneracy is a special case of this solution
where each disjoint set Sλi contains exactly one wavevec-
tor and as a result, Tλi only has a single plane wave as
its basis.
In the following, we describe some implications of the

plane wave decomposition of a spatially random field.
Notwithstanding uniqueness, we can always expand a
statistically homogeneous field, U , in a Karhunen–Loéve
series Eq. (3) using plane waves as the coherent modes,
U�r⊥;ω� �

P
na�k⊥n;ω�eik⊥n·r⊥ , where a�k⊥n;ω� are

random coefficients characterizing the ensemble of the
spectral component ~U�k⊥n;ω�. It is worth clarifying
the nature of this randomness. The coefficients

a�k⊥n;ω� do not depend on the time variable, t. The dis-
tribution of these coefficients is described by an under-
lying probability density for each mode k⊥n. For example,
we can define an average, variance, etc., associated with
the k⊥n distribution of a�k⊥n;ω�. As emphasized early on
by Wolf, the vast majority of fields encountered in prac-
tice are ergodic (see p. 345, in Ref. [28]). This allows us to
replace the ensemble averages by averages over the
measurable domain, i.e., space or time. Here, we employ
spatial ergodicity to express W in terms of a spatial
average, namely

W�Δr⊥;ω� � hU��r⊥1;ω�U�r⊥1 � Δr⊥;ω�ir⊥1
�

X
m

X
n

a��k⊥m;ω�a�k⊥n;ω�eik⊥m·Δr⊥

×
Z
D
d2r⊥1ei�k⊥m−k⊥n�·r⊥1

�
X
m

X
n

a��k⊥m;ω�a�k⊥n;ω�

× eik⊥m·Δr⊥δ�2��k⊥m − k⊥n�
�

X
n

ja�k⊥n;ω�j2eik⊥n·Δr⊥ : (8)

Therefore, taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (8), we
find ja�k⊥n;ω�j2 � ~W�k⊥n;ω�, which is the spatial power

spectrum of the field at wavevector k⊥n. We conclude
that spatially ergodic fields can be decomposed into
plane waves, whose amplitudes are deterministic, given
by the spatial power spectrum, ~W�k⊥n;ω�. In other
words, the spatial randomness in this case is only due
to the spectral phase. Thus, spatially ergodic fields can
be expressed quite generally as

U�r⊥;ω� �
X
n

����������������������
~W�k⊥n;ω�

q
ei�k⊥n·r⊥�φ�k⊥n;ω��; (9)

where φ�k⊥n;ω� is the spectral phase, the only random
variable in the expansion. Note that the values of
φ�k⊥n;ω� do not affect the cross-spectral density, W ,
associated with U . In other words, we can construct a
fictitious signal, referred to as the deterministic signal

associated with a random field [9], V , by taking

φ�k⊥n;ω� � 0. Thus, V�r⊥;ω� �
P

n

����������������������
~W�k⊥n;ω�

q
eik⊥n·r⊥

has the same spatial correlation, as the random field
U , satisfying

R
DV

��r⊥1;ω�V�r⊥1 � Δr⊥;ω�d2r⊥1 �
W�Δr⊥;ω�. In problems related to propagation of sec-
ond-order correlations, it is much simpler to propagate
the deterministic field to the plane of interest and then
calculate its correlation, rather than propagating the cor-
relation function itself.

We illustrate the relevance of the results presented
here with two problems of spatial and temporal field
distributions of common interest: coherent versus inco-
herent illumination in a microscope (Fig. 1) and, respec-
tively, pulsed versus CW emission of a broadband laser
(Fig. 2). Figure 1 illustrates how the randomness of the
spectral phase controls the spatial field distribution. In
microscopy, the spatial coherence of the illumination
is governed by the numerical aperture of the condenser
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lens, NAc � sin�θmax�, assuming free space with refrac-
tive index of n � 1. Each point in the front pupil plane
of the condenser generates one mode for the illuminating
field, ja�k⊥n;ω�j exp�ik⊥n · r⊥ � φ�k⊥n;ω��. The spectral
phase distribution, φ�k⊥n;ω�, depends on the nature of
the extended primary or secondary source (diffuser
in the case of a microscope). Figure 1(a) illustrates
how the coefficients a�k⊥n;ω�, are generated by an ex-
tended source in microscopy. Note each wavevector,

k⊥n, corresponds to a different location on the extended
source. The numerical aperture of the condenser deter-
mines how many components k⊥n contribute to the total
field U�r⊥;ω�. An intensity measurement over the area of
this extended source gives the spatial power spectrum,
~W�k⊥n;ω�, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The 2D Fourier trans-
form of the spatial power spectrum gives the cross-
spectral density W�r1⊥ − r2⊥;ω� shown in Fig. 1(c). As
pointed above, the knowledge of the spatial power spec-
trum ~W�k⊥n;ω� does not fully determine the coefficients
a�k⊥n;ω� but only their amplitudes, ja�k⊥n;ω�j. The
phase of these coefficients defines the field distribution.
Setting the phase of these coefficients to zero brings a
tightly focused field U�r⊥;ω�, see Fig. 1(d). Meanwhile,
uniformly distributed phase values from �−π; π� generate
the speckle pattern in Fig. 1(e), although the fields in
these two cases have the same cross-spectral density
W�r1⊥ − r2⊥;ω� shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that the waist
of the focused beam in Fig. 1(d) or the granularity of
the speckle pattern (“speckle size”) in Figs. 1(e)–1(h) de-
pend solely on the spatial power spectrum ~W�k⊥n;ω�,
which is itself controlled by the numerical aperture of
the illumination. A smaller value of this numerical aper-
ture gives a larger coherence area and a larger speckle
size, see Figs. 1(e)–1(h).

The arguments can be translated in full to temporally
random fields. Assuming a plane wave of wavevector k
(spatially deterministic), we can show at once that,

Fig. 1. (a) The role of the condenser aperture in controlling
the spatial coherence of illuminating field in microscopy.
(b) Simulated intensity image at the condenser’s front pupil
plane. This image is the spatial power spectrum of the illumi-
nation ~W�k⊥n;ωo� � ja�k⊥n;ωo�j2. A Gaussian profile was used
with the standard deviation given by koNAc, NAc � 0.09 and
ko � 2π∕λo with λo � 532 nm. The circumscribing circle de-
notes the diffraction limit circle koNAobj assuming the objective
has NAobj � 1. (c) Cross-spectral density, W�r1⊥ − r2⊥;ω�, com-
puted from the power spectral density ~W�k⊥n;ω� in (b).
(d) Intensity image of the focused field U�r⊥;ω�, obtained by
zeroing the spectral phase φ�k⊥n;ω�. (e), (g) Simulated intensity
images of the illumination field by using uniformly distributed in
�−π; π� of the spectral phase φ�k⊥n;ω� and spectral amplitudes

given by
����������������������
~W�k⊥n;ω�

q
in (b), for two different NAc values 0.09

and 0.20, respectively. (f), (h) Measured intensity images of the
speckle obtained at the same imaging condition as indicated in
bright field microscopy.

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated Gaussian power spectrum of a
low-coherence source at central wavelength λo � 545 nm,
FWHH � 30 nm. (b) The temporal correlation function of the
same source in (a) obtained by Fourier transforming the power
spectrum. Envelop of this function is controlled by the band-
width of the source. Larger bandwidth creates a more compact
envelope and vice versa. The oscillation inside the envelope is
given by the central optical frequency ωo. (c) Irradiance of a
short pulse with the same correlation function in (b) generated
by setting the phase value of 0 to the spectral component. The
small inset shows the real part of the pulse around the region
t � 0 ps inside the dashed box. (d) Irradiance of a CW laser
with the same correlation function in (b) with uniformly distrib-
uted spectral phase in �−π; π�. The small inset displays the real
part of the continuous wave for the region specified by the
dashed box.
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temporally, the field can be decomposed into monochro-
matic waves with random phases, namely

U�k; t� �
X
n

��������������������
~W�k;ωn�

q
ei�ωnt�φ�k;ωn��: (10)

If ~W is an injective function on ω, the monochromatic
wave decomposition is unique. Figure 2 illustrates how
the difference between a CW source and a light pulse
of the same power spectrum is entirely in the distribution
of the spectral phase φ�ωn�. We assume Gaussian power
spectrum of central frequency ωo [see Fig. 2(a)]. The cor-
responding temporal correlation function, Γ�τ�, of this
source is shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the irra-
diance of the field distribution when the spectral phase
distribution is set to zero. When the spectral phase is ran-
domly uniformly distributed over �−π; π�, while keeping
the spectral amplitudes fixed, we obtain CW operation
[Fig. 2(d)]. Both signals have the same correlation func-
tion as shown in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, not surprisingly,
one method for obtaining short pulses, e.g., in Ti:Saph
lasers, is referred to as mode-locking, which means con-
verting the spectral phase from a random variable,
fφ�ω�g, to a deterministic function, φ�ω�.
In sum, we studied the uniqueness property of the

plane wave (and monochromatic wave) decomposition
of statistically homogeneous (and stationary) fields.
We showed that for the nondegeneracy case of the
spatial-power spectrum ~W , plane waves are the only
possible coherent modes. Similar conclusions can be ex-
tended for temporally random, stationary fields by
replacing the spatial correlation function of a monochro-
matic field, W�r1⊥; r2⊥;ω�, with the temporal correlation
function of a plane wave, Γ�k; t1; t2�, where k is the 3D
wavevector of the plane wave. When ergodicity holds
in both domains, space and time. For such cases, mono-
chromatic plane waves will be the unique solution for the
coherent mode decomposition problem when the spatial-
temporal power spectrum ~W�k;ωn� is injective, i.e.,
~W�kn1;ωn1� � ~W�kn2;ωn2� only when kn1 � kn2 and
ωn1 � ωn2.
Combining the statistical homogeneity and spatial er-

godicity condition, we proved that the spectral ampli-
tudes are deterministic, and only the spectral phase is
random. Although fields with strongly coherent spectral
phase, e.g., all the spectral phase set to zero, and incoher-
ent spectral phase have different intensity distributions,
the second moment correlation is entirely the same.

This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation CBET-1040461 MRI and Agilent Laborato-
ries. For more information, visit http://light.ece.illinois
.edu/.
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